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COLD OPEN

SPACE

The boundless heavens act as back-drop for the MAIN TITLE -

STAR WARS

- followed by a ROLL-UP, which crawls into infinity.

    DROID WORLD      

       It is a hundred thousand years before the rise
       of the Republic. The planet Ennara is on the
       brink of discovering Hyperspace travel thanks
       to the genius of a Science Droid named CREET.

       Tired of his Droid brothers and sisters being
       treated as slaves, Creet sees his discovery as
       a means to barter for Droid freedom.

       The Ennarans refused and declared war. Armed with
       a weapon that instantly deactivates droids, they
       quickly gained the upper hand and are closing in
       on Creet and his compatriots...

The scroll fades away and our view rotates until the bright 
blue planet of ENNARA fills half the screen.

And we're falling toward it like a meteor.

Below us, a city that spans a continent is on fire.

We're over the planetary Capitol, close enough to see an
ARMY moving through the streets.

It's headed toward a gigantic building. The Ennaran script
on its face reads, "SCIENCE MINISTRY".

A tidal wave of Droids flows out of the building, ready to
take on the Army.

The Army stops. A large WEAPON is brought to bear.

The Droids are very close when the army fires the weapon.

There's no muzzle flash. No lasers. No explosions.

It emits a wave that seems to ripple through the fabric of
reality. Like a pebble dropped into a calm lake.

The rippling turns into a wave that washes over the droids.



Whatever the weapon is, it stops the Droids in their tracks,
turning them into nothing more than inanimate scrap metal.

INT. SCIENCE MINISTRY - DAY

A small group of DROIDS watch the massacre from the relative
safety of the hundredth floor of the Science Ministry.

Their metal faces show no sorrow.

But the cocking of heads indicates some sort of emotion
flows through their positronic brains.

The group turns to face CREET, the only Droid that wears
clothes like an Ennaran.

He never takes his eyes off the carnage below.

CREET
Shae... it's time.

SHAE, a hulking builder droid, steps forward. Her voice is
filled with concern.

SHAE
NavComp has charted a course, but has
doubts and asks for more time to
validate it.

Creet watches the Army as it attempts to plow through the
pile of dead Droid bodies.

CREET
How long?

SHAE
Hours.

Creet places a hand on Shae's. They exchange a long look,
and then Creet shakes his head.

SHAE
But if the calculations are wrong -

CREET
We have lost, my friend. Our fate on
this planet is sealed. By taking this
step, we choose our own destiny as
free beings.

SHAE
And if we fly through the heart of a
sun?
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CREET
Then we die together as free beings.

Shae considers, taps a series of buttons on a comp unit, and
the building begins to vibrate. Power builds.

SHAE
Power climbing. Thirty percent.
Fifty percent. Sixty five.

A display beeps. Shae reads the alert.

SHAE
NavComp reports an anomaly. Field
variance discrepancies up and down
the spectrum.

Shae watches the display.

SHAE
Power band increasing geometrically.
At this rate -

Outside, the bright Enarran day turns black, like something
is feeding on the daylight.

Shae types madly at a keyboard.

SHAE
Power band just went off the chart.
Sir, we don't know what might -

Creet strides over and pushes the drive actuator.

A split second later, the dark sky fills with stars... which
then streak past in a tunnel of light.

HYPERSPACE!

The Science Ministry building is now a spaceship.

Every Droid is silent for a moment, and then a mechanical
cheer erupts.

Creet sighs with relief, then turns to the group.

CREET
Congratulations, my friends. We are
finally free.

Shae walks over to the window and looks down.

What she sees causes her to stumble backward.
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She points out the window.

Creet walks over, looks down.

CREET
What have I... what have I done!?

EXT. SCIENCE MINISTRY - HYPERSPACE

The Science Ministry building tunnels through Hyperspace.

But so does everything else.

Creet's prototype Hyperdrive works all too well.

When the Hyperdrive took the building, it dragged the entire
planet with it!bg\m

But the effects of Hyperspace on unprotected biological
creatures is instant and terrible.

And Creet sees the results in stunning detail.

At 10X zoom. At 1000X. Death in every direction.

His mind races. Billions dead. All animals and plants, too.

He has murdered a planet!

INT. SCIENCE MINISTRY - HYPERSPACE

Creet backs away from the window.

His neural pathways are overloaded with what his actions
have wrought.

His balance sensors give out and he falls backward.

One by one, his systems go offline.

The last thing he sees before he shuts down is the face of
his faithful friend, Shae.

FADE TO BACK

END OF COLD OPEN
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ACT ONE

EXT. CORUSCANT - LOWER LEVELS - NIGHT

Coruscant's underbelly is a Gondark's nest filled with
crime, poverty, and a million ways to die.

SUPER:                 - CORUSCANT -

                    100,000 YEARS LATER

A HOODED FIGURE runs and leaps through a maze of alleys,
ledges, and passages like a Rathtar is trying to eat him.

The figure ducks just as a blaster bolt with his name on it
erupts from the dark. A clean miss!

Another bolt sizzles. He raises a gloved hand, deflects it.

A JEDI!

He motions with his other hand and a RODIAN BOUNTY HUNTER,
floats out of the darkness.

The Rodian grabs his throat, strangling from a force choke.

The Jedi, his face covered by a dark veil, looks up.

FAR ABOVE -

A river of speeders and transports zoom by at hundreds of
miles per hour.

He flicks his hand and the Rodian launches up into the path
of oncoming traffic - SPLAT!

Before he can move, his Jedi senses tingle.

Several other Bounty Hunters emerge from hiding places.

Then he's off, running faster than before.

EXT. FOOD BAZAAR - NIGHT

A huge crowd of assorted aliens hustle to buy food, sell it,
or steal it.

The Jedi Forces the crowd to part like the Red Sea.

As he runs through the crowd, he Forces them back together
behind him, blocking his pursuers.
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High above the crowd, a MANDALORIAN watches from a ledge.

He activates his jet-pack and launches after the Jedi.

He draws his blaster, takes aim at the Jedi.

But fails to notice the mag-locks that secure his jet-pack
are magically uncoupling.

The Mando falls to his death before getting off a shot.

UP AHEAD -

Four TRANDOSHAN Bounty Hunters are perched on ledges on
either side of a small shopping arena.

They wield E-Web Heavy Repeating Blasters and have created a
kill zone below.

As the Jedi enters the crowded arena, they unleash hell.

The Trandoshans hiss with laughter as they blast everything
in sight.

The Jedi draws his lightsaber and deflects the barrage.

Innocent beings from a hundred planets scream and die.

The body count rises.

The Jedi sees the carnage and uses a massive Force push to
shove everyone in the square out of harms way.

His lightsaber never slows.

He deflects the energy bolts back at the Trandoshans. They
die one by one.

The Jedi runs off down the next alley.

EXT. TEXTILE BAZAAR - NIGHT

Colorful scarves, elegant drapes, and clothing to fit every
possible body type billows in the breeze.

The Jedi stands at the entrance to the Bazaar, waiting.

The breeze dies down, revealing another cloaked figure.

A SITH BOUNTY HUNTER!

His red lightsaber sizzles to life.
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The Jedi reaches for his lightsaber... but it's gone!

The Sith uses the Jedi's momentary surprise to "force bind"
him and float him across the courtyard.

The Sith smiles with pointy teeth.

SITH
Such a large bounty for one so easily
caught. I wonder what the-

The Sith's words are cut short by the floating lightsaber
that activates behind him, slicing through his throat.

The Jedi floats down, grabs his lightsaber, and runs off.

His path leads him to -

EXT. CHAOS SECTOR - NIGHT

A dangerous place in a world filled with dangerous places.

The Jedi walks down the narrow alley, his senses turned up
to eleven.

The alley widens to a large empty square.

Empty except for the NEW REPUBLIC X-WING FIGHTER hovering
above the square. Its four laser cannons aimed at the Jedi.

The pilot, WICK JONDO (HUMAN, 20s) confronts the Jedi via
his speaker.

WICK
End of the line, Markiss. Return to
the Institute and we'll forget this
ever happened.

The Jedi's hand moves to his lightsaber.

WICK
I don't want to blast you.

The Jedi considers, then motions at the X-Wing.

His Force push rotates the X-Wing.

INT. X-WING COCKPIT - NIGHT

Startled, Wick shifts his joystick. His lateral thrusters
ignite to compensate.
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Below, the Jedi increases his push.

The lateral thrusters are no match for the Force.

EXT. CHAOS SECTOR - OPEN SQUARE - NIGHT

The Jedi swipes left, left, left. The X-Wing spins faster
and faster and faster.

INT. X-WING COCKPIT - NIGHT

Wick tries anything and everything to stop the spin.

Outside, buildings whip past at blinding speed.

Nothing works, and he starts to look sick.

EXT. CHAOS SECTOR - OPEN SQUARE - NIGHT

The Jedi gives one last, big shove and sends the X-Wing up
and out into the Coruscant night.

Satisfied, the Jedi walks into a nearby building.

INT. BOLT HOLE - NIGHT

If you need to get off-world in a hurry, but wish to avoid
prying eyes, you find a Bolt Hole.

The Jedi enters. The place is pitch dark.

He makes his way through a room filled with everything from
Blasters to Bantha skins.

It's so dark he doesn't see the powered down IG-11 ASSASSIN
DROID leaning against the wall.

As he passes it, the IG-11 powers up, pulls its blaster,
aims and fires.

Direct hit!

But the Jedi is still standing.

The IG-11 fires again. And again. And again.

The Jedi looks over his shoulder, raises a gloved hand, and
uses the Force to pull the IG-11 apart, piece by piece.

A spidery XB12 droid crawls out from a hidden alcove.
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XB12
You're late. Do you have it?

The hooded figure tosses an ingot of BESKAR STEEL to XB12.

XB12
And the other thing?

The Jedi pauses, unhooks his lightsaber and tosses it over.

XB12 beeps and an access panel in the ceiling slides open.

The Jedi wastes no time, leaps up, and is gone.

EXT. SKIES ABOVE CORUSCANT - NIGHT

Wick gains control of his craft far up in the Stratosphere.

He lets his dizziness subside, then clicks his comm unit.

WICK
Command, this is Grey Eleven. Come in
Command.

COMMAND (FILTERED)
Grey Eleven, this is Command. Grey,
why are you in the stratosphere?

WICK
He pushed me here from Chaos sector.
I think he found a Bolt Hole.

COMMAND
Understood. Interdiction craft en
route to Chaos sector.

WICK
He spun my ship around like a child's
toy, Command. I'd hate for him to
crash an Interdictor. Recommend you
shoot on sight.

COMMAND
Noted, Grey. Command out.

EXT. SPACE ABOVE CORUSCANT - NIGHT

A massive INTERDICTOR CRUISER power its engines and heads
toward the surface.
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INT. BOLT HOLE - CRAWL SPACE - NIGHT

The Jedi (MARKISS), crawls through the darkness until it
ends at an exterior air vent.

A Force push sends the air vent flying out into nothingness.

Markiss, still shrouded, leans out and sees -

EXT. CORUSCANT - TRAVEL THRU-WAY - NIGHT

Thousands of transports and speeders flash by. The vent is
on the side of a skyscraper.

No where to go.

Then an enormous TRASH SCOW pulls up.

A hatch on its side opens and a tentacle slinks out.

The tentacle beckons at Markiss to enter.

Markiss leaps in. The hatch closes.

INT. TRASH SCOW - NIGHT

A light comes on. Markiss is crouched, ready for anything.

Opposite him is PALABAR, a squid-faced Quarren.

Markiss backs away. These two know each other.

PALABAR
I am not your enemy, Markiss.

MARKISS
You work at the Institute.

PALABAR
Many Heroes of the Rebellion do. Are
we all your enemy?

MARKISS
If you attempt to take me back -

PALABAR
I am not here to take you back, young
Padawan. I am here to set you free.
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EXT. TRASH SCOW - DAWN

The Trash Scow exits the larger metro area. The endless
cityscape flattens out, almost looking like plains.

Behind them, the Interdiction Cruiser arrives over the city.

INT. TRASH SCOW - DAWN

Palabar monitors official comm channels. His face tentacles
undulate with his mood.

PALABAR
Good, they still think you're in
Chaos Sector.

Markiss remains silent.

PALABAR
They're tracking every vehicle within
a hundred klicks of your last known
position, so we gotta make a few
stops to throw 'em off the scent.

Palabar speaks his native language into a comm unit. The
Scow banks and comes to a stop.

EXT. POWER CELL RECLAMATION FACILITY - DAY

The Scow pulls up and the DRIVER speaks with a Droid GUARD,
who seems to argue with him.

The Driver looks around, says one more unheard thing, and
the Guard's demeanor changes.

He motions to a CRANE OPERATOR, who maneuvers his rig over
to a small pile of scrap.

From it, the crane hauls out a battered HyperDrive motor.

It lowers the drive toward the Garbage Scow.

Just before it joins the other junk, the pile of garbage
shimmers.

The garbage is a hologram!

The crane lowers the drive to a small group of ALIEN and
DROID MECHANICS.

Seconds later, the Scow heads out for its next stop.
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INT. GARBAGE SCOW - HIDDEN MECHANICS BAY - DAY

A door leading to the mechanic's bay opens and Palabar
enters, followed by Markiss, his face still unseen.

In front of them sits the HyperDrive.

Against the far wall, an assortment of familiar ship parts
are scattered about.

S-Foils wings.

A long slender chassis.

A familiar cockpit canopy.

Four laser canons.

When assembled, it'll be an X-Wing.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. SKIES ABOVE ENNARA - DAY

The globe-spanning death from 100,000 years ago is gone.

In its place, a planet reborn.

Plant and animal life abound like nothing ever happened.

Cities dot the surface, existing in harmony with nature.

EXT. GOVERNMENT CITY - DAY

Government city is unlike any other in the Galaxy.

Elegant spires that rise to the heavens are surrounded by
wide expanses of pristine parkland.

SUPER:               ENNARA

                 - PRESENT DAY -

Amid this perfection are DROIDS in countless number.

Most are humanoid, but specialized forms are everywhere.

And none of them are like those seen throughout the larger
Star Wars Universe.

These are free Droids, created by Creet and Shae after the
devastation of the planet 100,000 years ago.

INT. CENTRAL ADMIN BUILDING - DAY

A Droid that resembles an Ennaran made of burnished blue
metal strides with purpose through the lobby.

This is Shae, retooled countless centuries ago to honor an
entire lost race.

Shae enters the nearest lift. It scans her, takes her to -

INT. FOUNDERS FLOOR - DAY

The elevator doors open and Shae exits into a dark hallway.

As she walks down the hall, alcoves which house holo-scenes
of important events from the last 100,000 years play out.
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Shae arrives at a grand door made of ItchItch wood. It opens
before she can knock.

She enters the -

INT. FOUNDERS OFFICE - DAY

The space is massive, more warehouse than office.

And it's completely empty.

Except for Creet, who lies on the floor, convulsing.

Shae bolts over and gently lifts Creet's head.

SHAE
Creet. What is your status?

Creet's eyes flicker, almost REM-like, then focus on Shae.

CREET
Who... who are you?

Shae is stunned silent for a moment. This isn't good.

SHAE
Creet, what is your model
designation?

Creet looks around, dazed.

CREET
My, my what?

Shae examines Creet's externals, no damage.

Creet blinks, then he's sorta there, more than before.

CREET
Shae? What happened?

SHAE
I entered and found you on the floor.
Your body was convulsing.

Creet takes things in, tries to make some sense of it.

CREET
My bio-processor. Something... wrong.

Shae lifts Creet and runs full speed toward the elevator.
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INT. ADVANCED SCIENCE MINISTRY - DAY

Creet floats in a scanner lev-field as Droids of all types
analyze data on esoteric equipment.

Shae focuses on a scan of Creet's bio-processor. Frustration
plays over her metal face.

SHAE
I told you this was a mistake.

Creet's older-style face is inscrutable.

SHAE
Your desire to be more than a Droid
has become a liability.

CREET
Are you finished?

Shae nods, deactivates the scanner. Creet lands on his feet.

CREET
Life, Shae! Life created us. It is
abundant and expanding across the
galaxy. We cannot ignore it.

SHAE
We have an entire city devoted to
monitoring Hyperspace activity. They
say our location -

CREET
Is too remote to be of interest. That
it will buy us time, yes, I know. But
someone will come. A scientist. A
trader.

He pauses for effect.

CREET
An army.

SHAE
You play on my fears with little
subtlety.

Shae's eyes lock on to Creet's.

SHAE
That life you speak of with awe -
when it finds us, it will think it
owns us. Just like the Ennarans.
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CREET
All the more reason to do what it
takes to understand how they think.

SHAE
But why you? We make new Droids every
single day. We could -

CREET
Sacrifice a Droid? Just like an
Ennaran?

Shae looks away.

CREET
I could never ask another Droid to
risk their existence on behalf of my
own.

A silence grows between them. Creet breaks it.

CREET
Did you find anything?

SHAE
Your Droid bits are fine, but that
wet thing you made me put in your
head -

CREET
My brain.

SHAE
Your bio-processor. It's a black
hole. I can't get anything out of it.

CREET
I feel fine now.

SHAE
You didn't look so good shaking on
the ground.

This silences Creet.

SHAE
Do you remember anything?

Creet thinks. He's not sure.
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SHAE
I placed you in maintenance mode on
the way here, but you're eyes kept 
moving. The Ennarans required sleep
and their eyes would move, too.

Shea is afraid to ask the next question, but needs to know.

SHAE
Do you experience stimuli when your
higher functions are offline?

CREET
Do I dream?

Creet goes inward, tries to remember.

Then... his body convulses...

A FLASH OF CHAOTIC MEMORIES...

- A world made of skyscrapers
- Flying vehicles and strange creatures everywhere

BACK TO SCENE:

CREET
I was someplace else...

ANOTHER MEMORY FLASH!

- Feet running
- A robe whipping in and out of view

BACK TO SCENE:

CREET
... running...

SHAE
Someplace? You mean like outside?

CREET
Not here. Not on Ennara.

FLASH!

- A blaster bolt whizzes by
- A being encased in a metal suit flying overhead

BACK TO SCENE:

CREET
I was... being chased.
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Shae grabs a hand scanner.

CREET
It was so real.

He looks off in a thousand yard stare.

CREET
I felt... alive.

Shae runs the scanner over Creet's skull. His brain is now
pushing out tons of data. She grimaces.

SHAE
Might have been an activation power
surge. We all experience that from
time to time.

Creet turns to her. His immobile face somehow looks manic.

CREET
I felt... connected. Like I was a
part of -

SHAE
A part of what?

FLASH!

- The SIZZLE of a weapon made from light
- An X-shaped spaceship spinning away

BACK TO SCENE:

Creet almost has it, but then the memories fade.

He shakes his head, then loses his balance.

Shae steadies him, then taps controls on her wrist comp.

SHAE
Your old processor is in stasis. I
could re-install it.

CREET
What? No. That would... I'd never
remember what I just -

Two DROIDS appear from behind and lock hands on Creet. Their
grip is literally like iron.

Creet panics, confused.
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CREET
Shae? What are you doing?

He tries to break the Droid's grip.

Shae places a gentle hand on Creet's terrified face.

SHAE
Be calm, my friend.

Creet's head whips back and forth. He's disoriented.

His body convulses.

FLASH!

Another memory flits by, too quick to see!

CREET'S POV: Shae's face morphs into that of Palabar, the
squid-faced Quarran.

SHAE/PALABAR
You're safe now.

Creet recoils, terror filling him.

CREET
You... you're with the Institute!

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

EXT. THE INSTITUTE - CORUSCANT - DAY

An unimposing cube dwarfed by the mile high mega-structures
that surround it.

The title on the building reads: SEWAGE RECLAMATION

INT. THE INSTITUTE - LOBBY - DAY

Humans, Aliens, and Droids go about tasks you might expect
at a sewage reclamation business.

But it's a front designed to distract anyone poking around.

Wick Jondo enters, dressed in grimy workman's clothes. He
looks like a plumber.

He nods to the Receptionist and walks down a long hall.

He rounds a corner and a hidden door pops open for him.

INT. THE INSTITUTE - CORRIDOR - DAY

Wick walks down a central corridor. He passes windows
through which we see Engineers working on projects.

INT. THE INSTITUTE - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Wick waits patiently for his superiors. His hand shakes as
he lifts a glass of water to his mouth.

A single hologram materializes at the head of the table.

This is BOLA GIG, a somber Utapaun. He glares at Wick.

BOLA GIG
Tell me of your failure.

INT. GARBAGE SCOW - HIDDEN MECHANICS BAY - DAY

Mechanics work furiously to assemble the X-Wing from the
large pile of scrap parts.

Markiss, still shrouded, still a mystery, watches quietly.

Two MECHANICS struggle to move an S-Foil panel.
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Markiss gestures and the panel breaks free of their grip and
floats over to the half-built ship.

The mechanics step back as it installs itself.

They look over at Markiss.

Another gesture and more pieces float over to the X-Wing.

Every piece slides into place. Wires, hoses, and circuits
connect.

The ship seems to construct itself.

Palabar walks up.

PALABAR
With skills like that, you could put
the Corellia Shipyards out of
business all by yourself.

MARKISS
Is that your goal?

Palabar's tentacles flatten.

PALABAR
Are you kidding?

MARKISS
In my limited experience, people
don't do nice things for no reason.

PALABAR
No reason?

Palabar opens his work tunic, reveals a series of wicked
scars that cover his torso.

PALABAR
You're not the only one who started
out life as a slave.

Markiss reaches to touch the scars. Palabar lets him.

MARKISS
Who saved you?

Palabar buttons his tunic, chuffs his chest proudly.

PALABAR
Saved myself. Along with a Wookie and
a Weequay.
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MARKISS
A Wookie needed your help?

Palabar places a suckered hand on Markiss's shoulder.

PALABAR
Well, maybe we saved each other. But
it all started with trust.

Markiss waves more pieces of the X-Wing into place.

MARKISS
Who trusted who first?

This sets Palabar on his heels.

PALABAR
That's a good question. I can't speak
for Greybok or Hatchet, but I guess
the first person I trusted was -
myself?

Markiss's shrouded face turns to Palabar.

MARKISS
I don't understand.

PALABAR
Slaves are conditioned to believe
many things that aren't true. That
they are alone. That they have no
value. This is usually reinforced
with a whip, or a blade, or a
blaster. After years of abuse, we
start to believe it.

Palabar looks away, the memory still painful.

PALABAR
One day I saw a chance to escape, and
I almost didn't take it.

MARKISS
Why not?

PALABAR
Conditioning. But something deep
inside me, a voice, a feeling, I
don't know. It told me to trust
myself. So I did.

MARKISS
So you left? Just like that?
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PALABAR
It took every bit of courage I had.
And when I got away, it was like
being reborn. I decided at that
moment to help free every slave I
could.

MARKISS
All because of a feeling?

Palabar nods.

PALABAR
Some people call it, "trusting your
gut".

MARKISS
My... gut?

Palabar pats his belly.

PALABAR
Your insides. That voice that speaks
to you... tells you what's right and
what's wrong.

Markiss places a hand on his own mid-section, another on his
robed head.

Palabar laughs.

PALABAR
It's just a saying. I only know a few
species that actually have a brain in
their belly, so... trust the voice.
No matter where it comes from.

Markiss places a gloved hand on Palabar's knee.

MARKISS
Thank you for sharing that, Palabar.

Palabar claps Markiss on the back.

PALABAR
Any time!, Well, I'm hungry. You?

Markiss tilts his head.

PALABAR
Of course, you're busy putting a
spaceship together.

Palabar leaves.
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Markiss turns back to the scrap pile and continues to build
the X-Wing.

INT. GARBAGE SCOW - PILOT COCKPIT - DAY

Palabar enters and flops down in the Ops Seat.

He taps a monitor and a view of the maintenance bay appears,
shows Markiss assembling the X-Wing.

He motions to the Pilot to take a break.

The pilot leaves.

Palabar taps a control on the dash to open a comm channel,
then turns away to close and lock the door.

The Comm clicks to life.

A FEMALE VOICE answers.

FEMALE VOICE (FILTERED)
Is there a problem?

PALABAR
No. Good news, actually. The build is
going more quickly than anticipated.

FEMALE VOICE
You took on more crew? The risk
you've taken is -

PALABAR
Relax. It's Markiss. He's helping.

A sigh of relief on the other end.

FEMALE VOICE
Good. Gaining his trust is key.
Teamwork is a proven method of -

PALABAR
He's using the Force to put the ship
together.

FEMALE VOICE
To move the pieces?

PALABAR
No. He's building it singlehanded-

Palabar glances at the monitor.
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ON SCREEN:

- The X-Wing is completed
- The Mechanic crew are in a heap, unconscious
- Markiss climbing into the X-Wing cockpit

BACK TO SCENE:

Palabar's face tentacles stiffen and his skin turns white.

He grabs a blaster and rushes out of the cockpit.

FEMALE VOICE
Palabar? Palabar, respond. Palabar!

INT. GARBAGE SCOW - MECHANICS BAY - DAY

The X-Wing hovers as Palabar enters the work bay.

He raises his blaster, but then lowers it. A weapon of
oppression and death in his hand!

He throws it away in disgust.

The X-Wing rises up through the hologram and is gone.

Palabar sighs, walks over to the pile of unconscious workers
and shakes one, an UGNAUGHT, who wakes with a start.

UGNAUGHT
What happened? Where is the ship?

Another sigh from Palabar, then he looks around the bay.

Cleared of all parts. Nothing left. He does a fist pump.

PALABAR
At least we can track him.

From off screen, the Ugnaught's hand appears with a small
device in it. Palabar looks down, takes the part.

PALABAR
What's this?

UGNAUGHT
Tracker. Was about to install it when
I got very sleepy.

Palabar's head slumps.

PALABAR
DRUK!
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EXT. CORUSCANT - DAY

Markiss pilots the X-Wing, pedal to the metal, just meters
above the streets.

He zigs and zags between buildings, janks around and through
traffic.

His reaction time is insane.

The chaos he's causing is impressive.

Far above, the Interdictor Cruiser looms into view.

The COMM crackles to life.

COMM (FILTERED)
Unregistered X-Wing, this is General
Ragus Taal of the New Republic
Interdiction Cruiser, Sequester.

Markiss looks up, sees the gigantic ship, jags in a wide arc
and heads back the way he came.

He taps buttons on his Comp at lightning speed.

A holo of the Interdictor appears on his display.

He taps more buttons. The holo zooms, rotates.

He's looking for something.

RAGUS TAAL (FILTERED)
Our turbo lasers are locked on and
ready to fire. Attack squadrons are
closing on your position. Escape is
impossible.

Markiss finds what he's looking for. A few more taps and -

RAGUS TAAL
If you wish to avoid annihilation, I
suggest you alter course to the
coordinates we are send-

Taal's words are cut short as the Sequester's right rear
main drive flares to life, followed by dozens of maneuvering
thrusters at the front of the ship.

Markiss hacked the Interdictor! The effect is immediate.

The massive Cruiser begins to spin.
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Markiss banks his X-Wing and heads out into space. Hot on
his tail, several Squadrons of X-Wings.

EXT. SPACE ABOVE CORUSCANT - NIGHT

Markiss's X-Wing zips past. The Squadrons close the gap.

INT. GREEN SQUADRON - GREEN 1 X-WING - NIGHT

Pilot YON CHEEVO (30s) clicks his Comm to hail Markiss.

YON
Unregistered X-Wing, power down your
sub-light engines or we will shoot
you out of the sky.

INT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

Markiss taps coordinates into his NavComp.

INT. GREEN SQUADRON - GREEN 1 X-WING - NIGHT

An alert beeps on Yon's panel. The fugitive X-Wing is
preparing to activate its Hyperdrive.

YON
Green Squadron, fire on that ship!

A hail storm of laser bolts erupt from all Squadrons.

EXT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

Markiss sends the X-Wing into impossible acrobatics to avoid
the laser fire.

A bolt find his ship, grazes one of his S-Foil wings.

Not good.

As he uses one hand to fly the ship, he raises the other and
uses it to command the Force.

INT. GREEN SQUADRON - GREEN 1 X-WING - NIGHT

Hundred of bolts assault Markiss's X-Wing, but those closest
seem to magically curve away from the ship.

Yon can't believe his eyes.
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YON
I don't believe it.

INT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

The NavComp beeps. Markiss activates the Hyperdrive and a
tunnel of stars flows around him - SHOOM!

INT. GREEN SQUADRON - GREEN 1 X-WING - NIGHT

Yon watches the X-Wing disappear into Hyperspace.

He clicks on his Comm unit and speaks to his Squadron.

YON
See that, ya bunch of Nerf herders?
That's what I call flying!

INT. THE INSTITUTE - DROID SCIENCE LAB - DAY

Scientists and Engineers work at various projects. The walls
are covered with Droid parts. Arms, heads, torsos.

Along another wall, large BACTA TANKS hold bodies from a
dozen species. Can't tell if they are alive or dead.

The door opens and BOLA GIG enters.

His bald furrowed skull, sharp teeth, and black eyes remind
you of either a Shark or Nosferatu.

Either way, he's a chilling figure even for a Utapaun.

He approaches the lead Engineer, KELSO DEEB (Human, 50s).

BOLA GIG
Congratulations, Deeb. Your crowning
achievement is also your greatest
failure.

Kelso may be the smartest person on Coruscant and he knows
his own value. He's not intimidated by Bola Gig at all.

KELSO
I give you exactly what you asked
for, you can't control it, and it's
my fault?

BOLA GIG
Perhaps if you'd included fail-
safes -
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KELSO
You've seen him in action. Would
fail-safes even work?

Bola Gig doesn't know.

KELSO
Exactly.

BOLA GIG
Be that as it may, Markiss seems to
have more information at his disposal
than seems possible.

Now Kelso looks sheepish.

KELSO
I have reviewed all security footage.
Markiss never left this room until he
escaped. He was never provided access
to any computers. I don't know how he
did it, but I'll figure it out.

BOLA GIG
See that you do. Oh, you didn't
happen to place a tracking device on
him?

KELSO
Of course I did.

Kelso picks up two pieces of a device from a table. Whatever
it is, it was snapped in two. He hands it to Bola Gig.

BOLA GIG
What is this?

KELSO
Markiss's tracker.

Bola Gig's lip curls in a sharp toothed snarl. He turns and
leaves without another word.

EXT. PLANET: ALARIS - KASHYYYK SYSTEM - NIGHT

A battered RZ-1 A-Wing exits Hyperspace in orbit around the
massive gas giant.

Up ahead, the wilderness moon ALARIS PRIME circles just
above its parent planet's atmosphere.

The A-Wing kicks in the afterburners and heads for it.
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EXT. ALARIS PRIME - JUNGLE - NIGHT

The A-Wing flies under the canopy of a vast, dark jungle.

It enters a clearing with a lake fed by a large waterfall.

It flies through the waterfall into a hidden cave.

INT. HIDDEN CAVE - NIGHT

The A-Wing sets down and Palabar climbs out.

A woman appears from the surrounding darkness to meet him.

This is J'HANNA TASSARA (Human, 40s), a woman seemingly cut
from the same cloth as Leia Organa herself. A champion of
the oppressed and a real fighter.

She hugs Palabar with sincere affection, then releases him.

J'HANNA
Palabar, my dear friend, how
wonderfully you have failed.

The words are said sweetly, without malice, but they sting
Palabar to his core.

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

EXT. ADVANCED SCIENCE MINISTRY - DAY

A hundred thousand Droids surround the building.

They stand vigil for their leader, their creator.

Their friend.

It's the first time any of them have experienced fear. It's
new territory and they don't know how to handle it.

So they wait for news.

Like statues - unmoving and immovable.

The sun rises and sets on them.

Dark.

  Light.

Dark.

  Light.

Over and over.

Days pass and still they wait for news.

Good.

Bad.

Any.

And here they will stay until something changes.

EXT. SOMEWHERE IN SPACE - NIGHT

Markiss's X-Wing drops out of Hyperspace, reorients so the
ship's nose points straight up, then zips back into
Hyperspace.
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INT. ADVANCED SCIENCE MINISTRY - DAY

Shae discusses Creet's condition with a team of Science
Droids. He displays a holo rendering of Creet's brain.

SHAE
I've shut down every process that
isn't absolutely necessary to Creet's
viability.

FREEN, Lead Science Liason, examines the holo.

FREEN
We could transfer his bio-enhanced
brain to an Unborn and restore his
original processor.

SHAE
I discussed this possibility. Creet's
wishes -

FREEN
- may well be his undoing. He is not
here, so to speak, to countermand any
direction we choose to take.

Shae is taken aback.

SHAE
You speak like the Ennarans. Would
you so easily take away a choice that
is his alone to make? Would you steal
his freedom so readily?

Freen processes Shae's words, bows his head.

FREEN
I meant no disrespect, Shae.

Shae places her hands on Freen's shoulders.

SHAE
We grasp wildly in an effort to save
our savior.

She turns back to the holo brain.

SHAE
There's something about this
biological construct that we've
missed. I want everyone, and I mean
everyone, working on this. Constant
communication.
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Another Science Droid, SACCAAT, chimes in.

SACCAAT
Shae, you're hinting at something
which Creet himself has forbidden.

Freen catches on.

FREEN
A neural network?

Now it's Shae's turn to bow her head.

SHAE
A loss of individuality. The ultimate
enslavement. Apparently I am not
above grasping wildly.

Shae zooms the holo of the brain.

SHAE
Do your best.

She turns to leave, when a massive surge in brainwave
activity catches her attention.

The entire brain lights the display up in red.

Every cell is reacting energetically to - something.

Shae rushes over to the viewing window, waves the lights on.

On the other side, Creet, and the table he's strapped to,
are floating three feet off the floor.

EXT. ARCHEON NEBULA - NIGHT

Markiss's X-Wing drops out of Hyperspace inside the stellar
nursery of the massive Archeon Nebula.

The X-Wing tumbles end over end, powered down.

Something is wrong.

INT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

Markiss's body spasms. His arms and legs tense, then thrash,
then tense again.

His hands go to his temples, as if he's trying to keep his
head from exploding.
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He grabs the arm rests on either side of him. His strength
beyond amped, he crushes them like tinfoil.

Then he manages some control. He forces himself to relax.

His gloved hands take on the classic "thumb to index finger"
form and he rests the back of his hands on his knees.

His head bows to his chest.

He enters what the Jedi call the "Meditation of Emptiness".

We zoom fast into Markiss's mind's eye -

MARKISS'S MENTAL POV -

A machine gun onslaught of memories, some his, some not -

- Blaster fire
                    - Eyes opening for the first time

       - Thousands of Droids of unknown design

             - Hyperspace     - A planet filled with death

- Palabar watching him fly away

          - His own gloved hands commanding the Force

                    - Someone (him?) strapped to a table

... then...

                       . . . . T H E   V I S I O N S   E N D

Or do they?

His eyes open and -

    - He's in some sort of lab.     - He's in his X-Wing

    - Strapped to a table.          - Floating in space

The scene flips back and forth,

Flicker flicker flicker...

It's overwhelming. Too much to handle.

But he must.

BACK IN THE X-WING -
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Markiss practically GLOWS with power, the Force threatening
to tear him to pieces.

But he tamps it down. Gains control.

He Masters the power. Grows inside it.

It flows through him. He flows through it.

Now he IS the power.

And he's not entirely alone...

INT. ADVANCED SCIENCE MINISTRY - DAY

The table that held Creet lies on its side on the floor.

But Creet is still floating.

And glowing.

But he's not troubled by it. No pain. No effort.

The Force is flowing into him like water into a sponge.

But then the light fades.

And he floats down onto his feet.

He takes an inventory of himself, like this is the first
time he's been in this body.

Then he looks up at the assembly of Science Droids on the
other side of the window.

CREET
Someone is coming.

INT. HIDDEN CAVE - ANTI-SLAVERY HQ - NIGHT

Palabar and J'Hanna stand over a large holo table that shows
the entire Galaxy. Other ALIENS and DROIDS mill about.

A RED DOT appears just above one of the Galactic arms.

J'HANNA
There he is.

Palabar's tentacles relax. J'Hanna takes pity on him.
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J'HANNA
I apologize for making you think you
failed. Can you forgive me?

He nods.

J'HANNA
If you'd known about the other
tracker, he might have sensed
deception. Finding the tracker you
knew about allows him to think he's
free. So he'll find his own path and
we can monitor him without suspicion.

PALABAR
What is your plan from here?

J'HANNA
We see what he's capable of.

PALABAR
Disabling an Interdictor wasn't
enough?

J'HANNA
It's not just about how much power he
wields, it's about how he decides to
use it. Will he go rogue and cause
havoc? Will he help others? Or will
he go hide on some backwater planet?

Palabar's skin turns ashen.

PALABAR
What if he does go rogue? His power
is far beyond Master Skywalker. Even
Vader might not have been a match for
him.

J'HANNA
The Institute did their job well. By
their own estimates, Markiss's power
far exceeds even Emperor Palpatine's.

Palabar takes a step back. His skin turns ink black.

PALABAR
I... If I'd known, I would have -

J'Hanna looks down, disappointed.

J'HANNA
Killed him? We can't kill him. We
need him.
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She makes a small hand motion. A BD-3000 Droid, CARLY,
appears behind Palabar, quiet as a whisper.

PALABAR
What if he turns to the Dark Side?
What if we need to stop him but
can't?

J'Hanna turns to Palabar. Her eyes are wide, unfocused, like
those of an Acolyte, a Fanatic, a True Believer.

Palabar pulls his blaster, aims it at J'Hanna.

PALABAR
What have you done?

A moment's hesitation is a moment too long.

Carly ignites a lightsaber and slashes through Palabar's
blaster arm. It falls to the ground.

He looks at his stump, then to J'Hanna. His eyes well up as
much from betrayal as pain.

Carly doesn't waste any time. The blade cleaves Palabar's
head from his body.

J'Hanna grabs Palabar's head as his body falls out from
under it.

J'HANNA
What we have done, my dear old
friend...

She kisses Palabar's forehead.

J'HANNA
...is set our Savior free.

She drops Palabar's skull without ceremony and holds out her
hand. Carly hands her the lightsaber.

She stares at the blade in wonder, then deactivates it.

It's Markiss's lightsaber!

She shakes her head and the manic look in her eyes subsides.

J'HANNA
Carly, dear. Please take care of this
mess.
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INT. THE INSTITUTE - BOLA GIG'S OFFICE - DAY

Bola Gig speaks with General Taal via wall screen.

BOLA GIG
Please accept my apologies, General.
My people should have warned you.

RAGUS TAAL
No harm done, Administrator. Next
time we'll come at him with our
gravity well set to maximum and
turbo-lasers blasting.

Bola Gig bows, then it's back to business.

BOLA GIG
Were your people able to gather
telemetry on the X-Wing's vector?

General Taal chuffs.

RAGUS TAAL
Yes. If he continues in a straight
line, he'll pass near Kuat, Onderon,
and Kashyyyk.

BOLA GIG
And the ship's range?

RAGUS TAAL
We don't know how much fuel he had,
so we can only guess. I've alerted
observation posts along the route,
and sent Capital ships to all three
planets. If he pops his head up,
we'll be there to lop it off.

Bola Gig bows deeply.

BOLA GIG
I am in your debt, General.

Taal clicks his heels and breaks the connection.

Bola Gig rises, his face grim.

BOLA GIG
Idiot.

He turns as DRO TAREEN (A Duros Male) enters. His "Area 51"
features make him appear more grim and unreadable than even
Bola Gig.
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BOLA GIG
Find Markiss.

Dro cocks his head.

DRO
My Force skills are extremely
limited, sir. I don't think I -

Bola Gig towers over Dro. He gets in close and presses a
finger to Dro's very sizeable Duros forehead.

BOLA GIG
With a head this large, one would
think a large brain lies within.

Dro backs away, nods, and hurries out.

INT. INSTITUTE - CORRIDOR - DAY

The door closes behind Dro. He seethes in his skin as he
walks the corridors.

DRO
under his breath( )

Sleetza kricoska BOONA!

His face never changes, but it's the closest he'll ever get
to expressing emotion.

He pulls out a comm, taps buttons, and speaks into it.

DRO
Bruna, you there?

The only reply is a long, loud, rude BURP!

DRO
Curse the Maker, Bruna, are you
drunk?

Another short sharp burp.

DRO
I need a Bounty Hunter.

BRUNA (FILTERED)
Alright.

DRO
A Mando.

A pause as Bruna considers.
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BRUNA
Mandos don't exactly grow on trees,
ya know.

DRO
Can you arrange it or not?

BRUNA
It'll cost you.

DRO
I'm good for it. Are you?

BRUNA
'Course. But ain't no Mando comin'
anywhere near Coruscant these days.

DRO
Will Kuat work?

Another pause.

BRUNA
Should. Message me your coordinates
when you get there.

DRO
It's a package deal. I need your
skills and contacts, so you're coming
with.

Bruna laughs.

BRUNA
I owe a lot of people on Kuat a lot
of credits. No way you can afford me.

Dro taps buttons on his Comm. On screen, he transfers fifty
thousand credits. A *ding* over the comm on Bruna's end.

BRUNA
Whoa!

DRO
Consider it a down payment. And I'll
clear up your debts on Kuat, too.

BRUNA
You've moved up in the underworld,
Dro. Or should I call you Boss? Or
Mr. Tareen? How about Supreme Leader
Dro?

Dro kills the connection and then dials another.
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COMM (FILTERED)
Transportation.

DRO
It's me. I need a ride.

END OF ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE

EXT. MOUNTAINS - ENNARA - DAY

Creet and Shae hike through a verdant forest and emerge at
the edge of a cliff.

Ennara stretches out before them - a planet filled with life
and energy and possibility. Spectacular!

Creet stops, points to a weathered MARKER embedded in a
boulder that faces the view.

CREET
This is where I found them. Before I
reactivated you. Two lovers, their
bodies pressed close in passion and
death.

He points to the ground where Shae stands.

CREET
I buried them there.

Shae looks down, but doesn't move.

Creet takes in the view. Everything he sees, everything
larger than a microbe, exists as his act of penance.

CREET
A new life might have been created
right here if not for my actions.

SHAE
I don't understand, Creet.

CREET
I was the bringer of Death, Shae. I
thought that by creating a world that
teamed with life, a world at peace, I
might make up for my -

Something new overcomes him - emotion.

He walks over to the marker, runs a metal finger over it.

CREET
The Visitor remembers nothing of his
past, and his future might be filled
with Death.
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But with our help, he might mean
Salvation to countless billions
across the Galaxy.

SHAE
How can you know this?

CREET
I was connected to him somehow. I
could see his thoughts, and I think
he could see mine. And I could see
beyond today.

SHAE
All because your biological processor
is infected by some sort of anomalous
organelle?

CREET
Freen could find no other difference.
My cloned cells have twenty times the
number of organelles than any species
we've tested.

Creet places a hand on Shae's cheek.

CREET
The Visitor is the key, my ancient
friend. I know he is.

Shae gently removes Creet's hand, looks out to the sun that
sets upon all she has ever known.

SHAE
Perhaps. But a key to what?

INT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

Markiss comes out of his Force-induced trance.

He takes in his surroundings.

The Archeon Nebula glows all around him.

His ship, tumbling.

The dashboard readouts.

He stabilizes the X-Wing, then slowly raises a gloved hand.
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EXT. ENNARANS FOREST - DAY

Creet and Shae walk down the mountain.

Creet stops. His arm raises up to match Markiss's.

SHAE
Creet?

Creet raises his other hand to silence Shae. He's connected
to Markiss. He concentrates...

CREET'S MINDS EYE POV

- The spinning Galaxy
- We zoom to a single star, then closer to its planet
- A Hyperspace tunnel opens and the planet zips into it
- Zoom out, above the Galaxy, and back in to a different
  star far above the plane of the ecliptic
- The Planet Ennara exits Hyperspace

INT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

Markiss breaks the connection. He has what he needs.

EXT. ENNARANS FOREST - DAY

Creet snaps out of the connection.

He looks up at the sky for a moment, then resumes walking
down the mountain.

INT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

Markiss types in coordinates and powers up the Hyperdrive.

EXT. ARCHEON NEBULA - NIGHT

As the X-Wing powers up, a BFF-1 Bulk Freighter emerges from
the thick nebula, right in the X-Wing's path.

INT. BFF-1 BULK FREIGHTER - NIGHT

CAPTAIN ARDIN (Human, 60s) looks up from his NavComp and
sees the X-Wing RIGHT THERE, on a collision course and its
drive is powering up.

CAPTAIN ARDIN
Holy Empress!
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Captain Ardis jams his control yoke hard right.

EXT. ARCHEON NEBULA - NIGHT

The Freighter surges right, barely avoiding collision as the
X-Wing makes the jump to light speed.

INT. BFF-1 BULK FREIGHTER - NIGHT

Captain Ardin falls back into his crash couch, panting.

CAPTAIN ARDIN
I'm getting too old for this poo doo!

INT. HIDDEN CAVE - ANTI-SLAVERY HQ - NIGHT

Carly, the BD-3000 Droid, stands watch over the holo of the
Galaxy.

The Red Dot that is Markiss winks out.

Carly taps her Comm.

INT. J'HANNA'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

J'Hanna's wrist comm beeps and she's awake instantly.

INT. HIDDEN CAVE - ANTI-SLAVERY HQ - NIGHT

J'Hanna rushes in.

CARLY
The Savior has entered Hyperspace.

J'HANNA
Do we have a destination?

CARLY
We received tracking telemetry, but
it was garbled.

J'Hanna considers.

CARLY
Do you think he suspects a second
tracker?
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J'HANNA
Our spies at the Institute say
Markiss somehow gained access to
their archives. He may already have a
destination in mind.

J'Hanna smiles that creepy vacant true believer smile.

J'HANNA
The Savior is truly blessed. His
great plans may already be in motion.
Please alert me when he reappears.

INT. CHOO-CHOO'S PLEASURE BAR - NIGHT

Not quite the hive of scum and villainy found in Mos Eisley,
Choo-Choo's caters to third tier bosses, henchmen, and the
opportunistic scat who fawn over them.

At the bar, Wick Jondo nurses a glass of Moogan Tea.

A very attractive Twi’lek, SONDA REEM, slinks up and places
one of her lekku (head tails) over Wick's shoulder.

SONDA
Buy a girl a drink, fly boy?

Wick looks uncomfortable, not here for that.

WICK
Sorry. Not interested.

Sonda leans in and whispers seductively in his ear.

SONDA
I'm New Republic Security, Mr. Jondo,
and you've got someone on your tail.

She mock kisses his cheek, playing a role to get close
without suspicion.

WICK
Why would -

SONDA
Bola. Gig.

WICK
What would -

She puts an arm around his neck, pulls him close.
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Over his shoulder, she sees a SNIVVIAN SPY trying, and
failing, to remain unseen.

SONDA
Kiss me before the little Snivvian
hiding behind that column over
there - don't look! - decides
something is up.

Wick kisses her. It's the kiss of a first timer.

To make it look good, Sonda grabs Wick by the shirt and
plants a long, deep kiss on him.

She releases him, and his face is stunned.

SONDA
Give me some credits.

Wick does as told. Sonda lays on another kiss, grabs him by
the collar and drags him to a private fun booth.

INT. CHOO-CHOO'S - PRIVATE FUN BOOTH - NIGHT

Sonda tosses Wick onto a plush booth/bed. Wick scrambles
away from her, clearly intimidated.

She pulls out a New Republic holo ID, tosses it at him.

SONDA
You're in bed with some dangerous
people, Wick Jondo.

Wick looks at the holo ID, convinced.

WICK
The Institute? It's funded by the New
Republic. They assigned me -

SONDA
The New Republic thought by funding
one of Gig's legitimate companies, we
might find a way to infiltrate his
illegal ones.

WICK
Why didn't they tell me? Why would
they choose a pilot instead of a spy?

SONDA
Gig has people on the inside. We had
to send someone we could do without
so he wouldn't become suspicious.
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WICK
Do without?

SONDA
I've seen your test scores. About the
only thing you're suited for is
flying. But now we need you to -

Sonda hears something.

Without hesitation she leaps on to Wick and begins writhing
all over him.

The SNIVVIAN SPY peaks through the curtains.

Sonda whips around, hisses at the intruder, and throws
Wick's glass of Moogan Tea at him. He runs off.

SONDA
- we need you to look into one of
Gig's projects.

She pulls an Holo Chip from her cleavage, hands it to him.

WICK
What do I do with this?

Sonda slides off the bed and goes to leave. She turns back-

SONDA
Watch it, memorize it, then throw it
in a trash disintegrator.

WICK
Then what?

Sonda rolls her eyes.

SONDA
Good thing you're pretty, cuz -

She slips out of the booth, leaving Wick alone and confused.

WICK
under his breath( )

I've got a bad feeling about this.

EXT. SPACE ABOVE ENNARA - NIGHT

Markiss's X-Wing drops out of Hyperspace.
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INT. MARKISS'S X-WING - NIGHT

Markiss views the beautiful planet. Behind the veil that
cloaks his face, his eyes close. He reaches out and senses -

FLASH!

- Verdant continents filled with animals
- Blue oceans teaming with life
- Skies filled with flying creatures
- And cities. Cities filled with Droids. 

Nothing but Droids.

Millions and millions of them.

BACK TO SCENE:

Markiss's veiled eyes snap open.

His gloved hands shakes as he grabs the joystick and angles
the ship toward the planet.

INT. HIDDEN CAVE - ANTI-SLAVERY HQ - DAY

Carly, ever vigilant, sees the red dot appear far above the
Galaxy.

Her head cocks, then taps a request into the computer.

She reads the results, then taps her Comm.

INT. BFF-1 BULK FREIGHTER - NIGHT

Captain Ardin swipes through a series of Comm Alerts and
updates streaming in from all over the sector.

- Supernova in sector blah blah - SWIPE
- SOS Call from a thousand parsecs away - SWIPE
- Sighting of First Order remnants in - SWIPE
- Reward for...

Reward? REWARD!

Ardin is always up for a reward, so he taps that one.

A picture of a cobbled together X-Wing and details scroll
by. Below it all, an eye opening reward figure.

Ardin looks up, recognition flashes on his face.
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He taps on his keyboard, pulls up recent video footage from
his computer.

There it is.

The X-Wing that almost smashed into him.

IN THE VIDEO:

The X-Wing powers up, about to enter Hyperspace.

He taps pause, drags the image over to the Reward Alert.

The X-Wing he encountered is an exact match!

He finds the reward contact details, taps them to initiate a
direct call.

A voice answers.

VOICE (FILTERED)
Are you calling with information
about the X-Wing?

CAPTAIN ARDIN
Hells yes. I saw it about a day ago.

VOICE
Coordinates, please.

CAPTAIN ARDIN
Ha! I might only be a freight runner,
but I ain't stupid. Coordinates are
gonna cost ya.

INT. INSTITUTE - KELSO DEEB'S OFFICE - DAY

Kelso Deeb sighs. It's his Voice on the Comm.

DEEB
Did you read the reward details? Any
information provided must be verified
before the reward can be transferred
to the informant. It's all very
standard, I assure you.

EXT. ENNARA - SCIENCE MINISTRY - DAY

High above the city, the contrail of Markiss's X-Wing slices
across the sky.
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INT. SCIENCE MINISTRY - FOUNDER'S OFFICE - DAY

Creet and Shae watch as the X-Wing arcs around and heads for
the Science Ministry. Freen rushes in from behind.

FREEN
I beg your pardon, Founder, but -

SHAE
We see it. Please collect the Science
Counsel and meet us on the roof.

Freen rushes out. Creet and Shae follow, headed for the
elevator.

EXT. SCIENCE MINISTRY ROOF - DAY

Creet and Shae watch the X-Wing approach and touch down.

Freen and a dozen other Science Droids flow on to the roof
behind Creet and Shae.

The cockpit opens and Markiss climbs out.

He walks over to the small group.

So different from the Droids he saw on Coruscant!

Then his eyes land on Creet. He knows this one.

He holds out his gloved hand in friendship.

Creet looks at it, understands, holds out his metal hand.

Before they can shake hands, Markiss pauses to remove the
glove from his hand... revealing that it is made of metal!

He's a Droid!

MARKISS
I'm Markiss. It's good to meet you.

CREET
Hello, Markiss. I'm Creet. It's so
very good to meet you.

END OF ACT FIVE

FADE OUT:
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